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,_ ~The outstanding feature of American agriculture in our generation’
_has been the tremendously rapid-increase in the number of farm tractors.
f About 1901-— only twentydflyffyears ago, tractors were first built
.on a commercial basis. In 1909, eight years later, it is estimated
that 2,000 tractors were built annually. From that time on the demand
for tractors increased by leaps and bounds. 553,927 _,

, Today hundreds of thousands of tractorsfiare helping the farmers ~ 'i
.fimake more profit with greater pleasure and satisfaction. Furthermore "
'this irresistible movement to apply mechanical power to farming con—
tinues with giant strides. ‘ 7

‘ The facts confirm.what cold logic concludes, that is, Power Farm-
ing is a logical develOpment in American agriculture. So,let us con—'

; ~ sider some of the reasons under-lying the development of tractor farm~
3,9 ing. .

Change from Hand to Machine Methods. .
We will turn back the pages of history to the year 1850, only 29

years ago. In the iwelfth Sensus Report the following statement is a
made: "The year 1850 practically marks the close of the period in V hi

g which the only farm implements and machinery other than the wagon, ,
5f cart and cotton gin were those Which for want of a better designation,
*‘ may be called implements of hand production." .

In the "Farmer's Everyday Book,"_published by Rev. John L. Blake
of New'York State, in 1851, mention was made only of "the plough,
narrow, hoe, rake, fork, wagon, cart and the like." Reference was
made to the roller, an implement "but little known,". He described. 7
how such a roller could be crudely constructed‘out of lags and heaVy V :s%
timbers. ' A '“

' About 78 years ago then, this far-reaching change from hand meth..
'ods to machine methods began._ Prior to 1850, the farmers for centuries,
for thousands of years, in fact, used methods which history says were
startingly similar, but since 1850 and in-iaassmaan three-quarters of a
a-century, marvelous changes have been wrought; changes so far—reaching, "
that the human mind can hardly comprehend the vast improvements result-
ing to agriculture by changing from hand methods to machine methods;

, "The Massachusetts farmer, who witnessed the Revolution, plowed
his land with the wooden bull plow, sowed his grain broadcast, and ,
when it was ripe, cut it with a scythe and threshed it out on his 9

i 7, barn floor with a flail", says Monaster in his "History of the People ‘ j
""‘ of the United States". ' ' ‘ '

l ' "Such methods were no better than those used by the ancient Romans
and Egyptians. Contrast the Massachusetts farmer of that day with the
American farmer of the present, who, using wheat as an illustration,
can prepare the s edb d w't a tractor outfit plant with a ,rain drill»
harvest with a.%§§33¥£pfil%%d y a tractor, ’ 7;, . i g .;:4 ’ Js

, ‘ ”a It is indeed true that stupendous changes have been wrought * *“
through the introduction and use of labor-saving farm machinery. >- V1»

»131;:“3EW’1243V, ’5‘LA‘_'.|La, 1’.-,;.’;_.fiiM;.‘N-_' .
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Results of Machine Methods Since 1850.

Progress in the use of better machinery, as was to be expected,
was very slow immediately following 1850. Labor-saving machines were
crude in design and construction, but the great need for effective
machinery to help in putting into production the rapidly devilOping
Ohio, Mississippi and Missouri Valleys and water sheds urged the
farmers of mechanical mind to work faster in the development of the
needed farm machinery.

In Spite of human opposition in many ouarters to advancement
and to better methods which labor--saving machinery faced then as it
is facing today, the applicatidn of machinery to agriculture gradu-
ally gathered momentum. Slowly at first, it is true, but as the
years rolled by this movement increased until today the success of
American farming depends absolutely upOn the efficient use of modern,
labor--saving farm machinery.

After due credit is given to improved varieties of crops, better
kinds of livestock, more effective methods of fighting destructive
insect pests and plant diseases and greater knowledge of farm manage—
ment principles-- and much credit is due these-- the fact remains that
the use of farm mashinery is responsible for more progress in harming
being made in the past seventy--u§ree years than in the previous cen-
turies oi' the world' s existence.

By changin~ 3% machine methods in the past seventy-t ee years, -
the American farm as attained an enviable position. Tod ythis same 3
American farmer leads the world in production per man, an honor which 3
assures the business men of the farms a better living and a higher 1
position among his fellow men. J

To appreciate fully the reasons Why power-farming is a logical ’
development, we must understand clearly the changes brought about
through the introduction and use of farm machinery, including tract-
ors. The economic necessity for extensive use of power-farming mach—
inery can then be appreciated. From the simplest of hand tools to the
modern, farm operating equipment of today, has been a remarkable trans-
formation and very naturally, has produced tremendous changes.

Physical and Mental Changes.
A vast improvement in the physical and mental nature of the farmer,

took place with the change from hand methods to machine methods. For
centuries farming was looked down upon. It was labor suitable only
for slaves, serfs or peasants. Only by the hardest labor from early '
in-the morning until late at night, could the farmer by hand tools make
a living. .Contrast the farmer who worked with bended back, the hot ;
sun shining on his neck, running a scythe or cradle, With the farmer 1
of today operating a mower or grain binder or tractor outfit. Muscular 1
strength is no competitor of mechanical power. ?

By the use of machinery the farmer can perfiorm his work quickly
and far easier. It is not the strength-destroying, mind-benumbing work
of old. To operate with machinery means not only better physical devel-
opment, better mental development, but also increased self-reapect.
Machinery also tends to incite the mind to increased effort, It gives
the farmer that leisure so necessary to planning his work, to solving
whis problems and to meeting his fellow men socially.
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The farmer is a broader man and a better citizen because of farm
machinery.

One beneficial result of changing from hand methods to machine ,
methods has been the decided shortening of the length of working day. {
By using the labor-saving machinery, vastly more work can be done in
less time. It is no longer necessary to work such barbarously long
hours.

Skilled labor, from the beginning of productive work in the dim
past has always received higher wages than unskilled. Farmers using
machinery are skilled and consequently they are paid as skilled labor
for their work with machinery. In 1794, a few years after the close
of the Revolutionary War, "Wages of the common laborer in the states
north of Pennsylvania, " according to McMaster ,"were not to exceed
$3. 00 per month".

Nherever hand methods exist even today, as they do in many coun- ,
tries, the struggle for existence is so strenuous that the labor of ‘
women in the field- is necesssary if the simple necessities of life are
to be had. Nomen, according to history, were the first agriculturists
and for thousands of years of hand methods in agriculture, the labor
‘of women in the field was a part of their existence. Just prior to
1850, the farm women of this country not only had much field work to
do, but were also burdened with the aggravating jobs of spinning, weav-
ing, candle-making and soap—making.

Nith the diaplacement of hand methods by machine methods, all of
this wflb changod1 Not only w&§alabor of women in the field done away
with, but such work as Spinning, weaving, candle-making and soap-making
could more efficiently and easily be done he the factories operated by
the men and women no longer needed on the farm.

Shift from Farm to City.
The change from hand to machine methods has been a tremendous fact-

or in the amazingly large shift of population from the farm to the
cities. In 1800, 97 per cent of the peeple in the United States, it
has been estimated, were to be found upon the farms. They had to be
on the farm in order to make a living. The 87 per cent could produce
for themselves and just enough over to exchange to the other 5 per cent

“of the population for a few necessities.
About half a century later, or in 1848, 90 per cent of the popu- j

lation were still to be found on the farm. .
.But with the change to machine methods, a rapid movement to the

city began. By 1920, only 29 per cent approximately, of the people
were on the farm. Furthermore, this movement still continues. In
1922, for example, there was a net shifit from farms to urban centers
of about 1,120,000'persons.‘ The excess 0 irths over deaths on the
farm reduced the net1110ss to 460, 000. - year, then, the farmers
lost nearly half a million in population. 2
the~pepuiafiien»are—new~en~the_£arm. » ~v-~v.V"

Yet, mark this one fact, less than on.:"lm/‘nf our pouulation gigah;
can now produce with machinery, not only enough of the raw materials
of food and clothing for their own use, but they can also produce
enough fer the other fiho #fiirds of our people and still have an aston—
ishingly large surplus for sale abroad. .
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Mention should be made, in this connection, of back—to-farm move-
ments fostered by first one organization and then another. They have _ 3
failed in the past and will continue to fail in the future, for they ’ q
disregard plain economic facts. The use of modern, labor-saving mach—_, 1
inery has reduced enormously the amount of human labor necessary to I . a
produce larger crops. The development of better machinery methods 7
cepecially power--farming, continues at a rapid pace. We may expect
a still smaller percentage of the population on the farm as machinery
methods improve. This movement, of course, is advanced or retarded
somewhat by crOp and financial conditions.

Production Increased.
Production on farm crops has been increased in two ways by the

use of machinery: First, a large increase in production per farmer ;
and second, increased production per acre. ‘

Where it‘took 97 per cent of our population to conduct farming
operations in the hand method age, less than 21-per cent with present
farm operating equipment produce sufficient for our needs with a sur-
plus for sale abroad so large as to be embarrassing at times.

Increased production per acre is the logical result of the better
work more timely done, a condition.nade possible by labor-—saving equip-
ment.w...w:..1,.,1.',-,5“WWW".J.‘

‘-

After due consideration is given such factors as variable rain
fall, acreage planted, climatic conditions and similar factors, the

, only possible conclusion is that the use of machinery has had a decided
5 effect in.increasing production per farmer and yields per acre.
' In those foreign countries where hand methods in agriculture still

persist, the people are constantly juSt staving off famine and every
few years the cruel specter of starvation is abroad in the land. If
they receive help and they usually do, the help is given by those coun-
tries in which farm operating equipment is widely used-- where they
have plenty of foodstuffs be the seasons good or bad.

Production costs Decreased.
One effect of the use of machinery, as already stated was to in-

crease wages, but at the same time the cost of production has been
materially decreased. The amount of labor required to produce a bushel
of wheat by hand, according to the thirteenth annual report of the
Department of Labor, was three hours,-three minutes. Today only a few
minutes are required. The 1899 year-book of Agriculture says that-it
formerly required eleven hours of man labor to cut and cure one ton
of hay. Now the same work is accomplished in a trifle over one hour. i

It is common knowledge that in manufacturing, machine methods are '
vastly cheaper than hand methods. The manufacturer who can produce
the cheapest, other factors being equal, is the manufacturer who util-
izes machine methods most efficiently. The same is true of agriculture.
Tractor owners by the thousands can show how they have reduced the costs
of production by means of power-farming.

Quality of Farm Products Improved. ‘ 1
By hand methods, preparation of the seedbed, planting, cultivating 1

and harvesting began before field conditions were right and continued
dong afterwards because of inability to perform work quickly and to take
advantage of good field conditions when they existed.
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By machine methods, eSpecially by power-farming methods, conditions
can be nearly right before operations begin and then the work can be
Speeded up to an extent unbelievable by those fiamiliar only with hand
methods. Higher quality of farm products would very naturally result.

It is easy to understand, for example, the difference in quality
between wheat threshed out by the treaddng of animals and grain threshed
in an up-to-date machine.

Farming has been revolutionized by the use of farm machinery. These
great changes have been beneficial to peeple in all walks of life. The
farmer, especially has profited. Best of all, continued progress in
machinery development assures better results in the future.

Since 1850, continued progress has been made in the development
and use of labor-saving farm machinery. At no time has progress been
faster than within recent years. Eower-farming is a logical development.

More Power Was Headed.
There camea time When the farmers were obtaining well-nigh maximum

efficiency of the horse and mule. Refinements were possible in horse-
drawn tools, but the farmer could not increase the power of the horse,
neither could he increase greatly the size of team. His ability to
control power and produce results was limited. Agriculture was limited
for lack of power within the control of one man. It was a question of
either going forward or gowng backward, for in this world progress is
never stationary. It was unthinkable that agriculture should go back-
ward. The demand fer.mechanical power reached such proportions in the
early days tf the gas tractor that farmers by the score rigged up stat—
ionary gas engines on small trucks and ingeniously added the necessary
gears, chains, Sprockets and belts to build a home-made tractor.

As this is no history of tractors, I will not discuss the large
tractors sold commercially first in 1900, the change to small tractors
in 1915, nor the tremendous strides made in the past ten years, but I
do wish to emphasize this fact, that no amount of selling effort could
have sold the hundreds of thousands of tractors marketed since 1909 un-
less the use of tractors was a logical development in the agricultural
methods of this countryay CL -aw~rr '
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The early applications of mechanical power were for stationary

Operations, but the bulk of farm work has always been done by

a sobile power plant. The first endeavors of manufacturers

to apply the internal—combustion engine to drawbar work on the

farm resulted in heavy, awkward inits having exposed gears and

poor lfibrication systems.' These were not satisfactory or of

wide application~principally because the thought of these pion-

eer designers apparently was centered.about the actual substitution

of the tractor for animal power. Yhe efforts to make a horse out

of the tractor were practically fruitless for all operations ex»

cept plowing. Fortunately plowing represents one of the greatest

energy consuming operations in agriculture and this outlet for the

tractor lent encouragement both to the designer and to the manu—g

facturer.

The rapid develOpment of the automotive industry has had a fav-

orable effect upon the development of the gas tractor. The use of

.enclosed gears, high— pressure oiling systems, air cleaners and

oil filters developed largely through automotive applications

have been successfully applied to farm tractors. These have been

great factors in the production of a highly dependable power

unit for field operations under the extremely severe conditions

common to agricultural works A test completed in September 1928

by the agricultural engineering division of the University of

California establishing a world‘s record for a non-stop tractor

run is indicatiVe of the dependable performance of modern aE Q 365%: z é!)
tractors. This tractor, one of the crawler typesA was operated i, kAir/“4L; ’
cpntinously for 408 hours at actual field work drawing a disk

and float over land from Which a crop of sugar beets had been

, .3K~, .—
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,harvested. During the test the tractor traveled 1,329‘97 miles

covering an-equivalent area of 1,290 acres.‘ At the close of the

test before any adjustments had been made on the engine, a maxis

mum drawbar test was run producing 21.09 maximum horsepower or

' more than the manufacturer 's rating.

During the 408 hours of the test the engine ran withoug a stop, the crank-
shaft making 28,989,513 revolutions. VThe tractor chassis ran a total of
334 hours 56 minutes, all in second gear. Of the remaining 23 hours 2 min—
utes, 17 hours 41 minutes were used in servicing the tractor and disk
harrow, 2 hours 6 minutes in making tractor adjustments, 1 hour 12 minutes
in replacing bolts in the disk barrow, 1 hour 2 minutes for reading of
testing instruments, and 1 hour 11 ninutes in adjusting the load, taking
photographic records, etc.

The chassis of the tractor did not require any repairs or adjustments
during the test. A leaf of the equalizer spring was broken the thirteenth
day of the test. It was not repaired since it did not interfere with the
tractor‘s operation.

The engine did not need any adjustments of'repairs that reqhired stopping.

After the official stop of the test the engine was again started before,
any adjustments or changeséf any kind had been made upon it and a test
made with the following results: Maximum horsepower, 21.09; maximum pull,
3000 pounds. This was in second gear and on ground twice disked.



American Agriculture has been divided into three great power

periods: (1) Human, (2) Animal and (3) Mechanical. ihe human

power period began with earliest history and lived for thousands

of years giving way about 1850 to the animal power period which

has definitely passed its peak of application. The peak of animal

utilization came in 1918, but since that time the number of animals

has decreased each year at a very uniform rate,.In 1918 there were

22,500,000 horses and mules in U.S.; in 1926 there were only 14,500,000

this being a decrease of about 500,000 per annum. If this rate should

continue, the horse for agricultural power in American will soon dis-

appear. While it is apparent that animal power is destined to decline

in importance, it is not likely that it will be entirely eliminated as

a source of farm energy for many years and particularly is this true

of the Southeast, because of certain climatic and topographical con—

ditions, but with economic presure of the strongest kind this section

of the country must enter the mechanical farm power period or be last

in the all powerful competition of other agricultural sections

Al‘LmAAA“
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In the older cotton belts of the nation from 60 to 75 hours of

man labor are required to produce an acre of cotton up to time of

harvest. This encessive labor requirement is due to the use of one

horse(mule) machinery and hand methods for chopping, hoeing and

other cultivation work. On'tractor-operated farms in West Texas,

uhere the cultivator type of tractor is used for all cultural

work, the labor requirements per acre, for cotton up to picking,

time,.have averaged 10 man-hours per acre. With mechanical power

done man has been able to care for 200 acres of cotton up to har-

vest time as compared to 15 to 20 acres per man in the older res

gions.

The preharvest labor costs under such varying conditions slow

, a wide range per pound of lint cotton produced. Under certain

conditions where mechanical farming is practiced these may be

as low as 0.16 man-hour per pound, nhile in the older cotton

belts with much hand work the preharvest cost of lint cotton is

about 0.45 man-hour per pound. The total man labor requirements

which include harvesting, for producing a pound of lint cotton

in the above districts range from about 0.7 hours of man labor

for the eastern states to about 0.2 man-hours in the western

cotton district of Texas.

There is a similar differential in the man labor re-quirements

in corn production between the corn producing sections of the

old South.and the great corn belt of the northern central states.

In the former where small equipment prevails about 2.5 hours cf.

labor are required for producing a bushel of corn and caring

for the stover, while in the latter area with larger equipment

vabout 0.5 heurs of labor are necessary when the ears are hushed =
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by hand. Reeeht*developmente with larger mechanical equipment

, including harvesters, indicate that corn may be produced‘

with as little as 0.10 man hours of labor per bushel. In

wheat production the requirements range from 2.5 hours of

labor per bushel for the southern states to about 0.3 hours

in the Pacific Kbrthweet.



Engineering progress in harvesting machinery has been note

worthy during the twentieth century. The small.grain harvesting

methods have changed the most. The combined.methods of cutting

and threshing grains at one operation is now used extensively

in the spring and winter wheat belts of North America. With

modern machinery one man can harvest as much.grain as thirty

or more men could a century ago. The man labor in Wheat har-

vest where combined methods are used has been reduced to approxa

imately 3/4 houruof man labor per acre. Corn harvesting machinery

has been slower in development but rapid strides are now appaaent.

Uotton harvesting consumes from 30 to 50 per cent of the total

man-hours required for production. The development of a harvester

for this crop is the control in mechanization of cotton production.

The research work conducted byuilipcstate and federal experiment I

stations and the field develOpment work ponducted by implement

companies have great accelerated progress in cotton harvesting

during the past three years. Further encouragement has come

from improvments in ginning machinery. The developments have

been along two general lines; First, by simple methods of stripping

the cotton bolls from the plant and later removing the burrs from

the seed cotton previous to ginning, and, secondly, by mechanicali

ly picking the seed cotton from the burs in the field. The former

method has many drawbacks particularly in the older cotton produc4

ing sections. It is, however, a simple method which has been

economically employed in the western cotton belt of Texas.



The mechanical pickers are practically all of the spindle

type. As yet these are rather complex machines but there

is much encouragement in the results obtained thus far from

their use. Results already obtained in harvesting cotton

mechanically have shown that such harvesting is possible with

out lowering the quality of the product. With.all these phases

of cotton production mechanized it should be possible to pro»

duce this farm commodity at a much lower cost than now prevails.
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we can obtain a still better concoction of the fundamental need

for power~farming by referring to other lines of juman activity. If a

man is sick he calls a doctor, who is trained in accordance with the

best information available today, not a man who knows only what was

known of medical practice fifty years ago. In dentistry the same is

true; also is law, engineering and the other professions. Competition

is keener today than yesterday and the professional man of today trains

himself accordingly. ‘

In manufacturing, we find methods much different from those condisered

quite satisfactory a Half-century ago. marvelous advancement has been made

in manufacturing. Luzuries of years ago are now the necessities of millions

of people because of the efficient use of mechanical power in manufacturing.

Competition in manufacturing is keener than ever before.

Big improvements have been made in the business world. Pen and ink and

messengers have been replaced by the typewriter, adding machine, telephone

and telegraph. No proof is necessary to convince anyone who has lived with

his eyes open that competition in business is kosher today than only a few

years ago.

So it is with the farming industry. Farmers compete with each other

as well as with the farmers of other countries. Only by the closest attention

‘to decreased cost of production can the business-men of the farm obtain the

profits possible in farming.

Power farming is a legical development, because it represents a whole

series of steps forward in the production and use of farm machinery which has

already meant so much to the farmer and to this country. American farms will

be worked by better methods rather than the reverse.
We cannot conveive of manufacturers resorting to the blacksmith methods'

of fifty years ago to make articles of commerce, not can we conveice of farming
without the constantly increasing use of machinery.

Power farming is, indeed, a logical development.


